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NanoNextNL
at a glance

NanoNextNL is composed of 28 programmes which are

part of 10 main themes. For up-to-date information,
please visit our website www.nanonextnl.nl

1. Risk Analysis and Technology Assessment
(RATA)
1A

1B

1C

Human health risks
Dr. ir. J.J.M. van de Sandt (TNO)
+31 (0)88 866 18 33 / han.vandesandt@tno.nl
Environmental risks
Prof. dr. A. van Wezel (KWR)
+31 (0)30 606 95 11 / annemarie.van.wezel@kwrwater.nl
Technology Assessment
Prof. dr. ir. H. van Lente (UM)
+31 (0)43 388 25 27 / h.vanlente@maastrichtuniversity.nl

6. Beyond Moore
6A

6B

6C

6D

2. Energy
2A

2B

Eﬃcient generation of sustainable energy
Prof. dr. ir. W.M.M. Kessels (TU/e)
+31 (0)40 247 3477 / w.m.m.kessels@tue.nl
Eﬃcient energy utilization by secondary
conversion of energy and seperation
Prof. dr. F. Kapteijn (TUD)
+31 (0)15 278 35 16 / f.kapteijn@tudelft.nl

Advanced nanoelectronics devices
Prof. dr. B. Koopmans (TU/e)
+31 (0)40 247 48 55 / b.koopmans@tue.nl
Functional nanophotonics
Prof. dr. L. Kuipers (AMOLF)
+31 (0)20 754 71 94 / k.kuipers@amolf.nl
Nano-bio interfaces & devices
Prof. dr. S.G. Lemay (UT)
+31 (0)53 489 23 06 / s.j.g.lemay@utwente.nl
Active nanophotonic devices
Prof. dr. P.M. Koenraad (TU/e)
+31 (0)40 247 41 05 / p.m.koenraad@tue.nl

7. Nano materials
7A

7B

Supramolecular and bio-inspired materials
Prof. dr. A.E. Rowan (RU)
+31 (0)24 365 23 23 / a.rowan@science.ru.nl
Multilayered and artiﬁcial materials
Prof. dr. ing. A.J.H.M. Rijnders (UT)
+31 (0)53 489 26 18 / a.j.h.m.rijnders@utwente.nl

3. Nanomedicine
3A

3B

3C

3D

3E

Nanoscale biomolecular interactions in disease
Prof. dr. V. Subramaniam (AMOLF)
+31 (0)20 75 47 100 / v.subramaniam@amolf.nl
Nanoﬂuidics for lab-on-a-chip
Prof. dr. ir. A. van den Berg (UT)
+31 (0)53 489 26 91 / a.vandenberg@utwente.nl
Molecular imaging
Prof. dr. K. Nicolay (TU/e)
+31 (0)40 247 57 89 / k.nicolay@tue.nl
Drug delivery
Prof. dr. G. Storm (UU)
+31 (0)30 253 73 88 / g.storm@uu.nl
Integrated microsystems for biosensing
Prof. dr. H. Zuilhof (WUR)
+31 (0)317 48 23 61 / han.zuilhof@wur.nl

4. Clean water
4A

Nanotechnology in water applications
Prof. dr. ir. R.G.H. Lammertink (UT)
+31 (0)53 489 20 63 / r.g.h.lammertink@utwente.nl

5B

5C

5D

8A

8B

Food process monitoring and product quality assessment
Dr. ir. M.A. Jongsma (WUR-DLO)
+31 (0)317 48 09 32 / maarten.jongsma@wur.nl
Molecular structure of food
Dr. K.P. Velikov (Unilever)
+31 (0)10 460 50 68 / krassimir.velikov@unilever.com
Food products and processes
Prof. dr. ir. K. Schroën (WUR)
+31 (0)317 48 33 96 / karin.schroen@wur.nl
Microdevices for structuring and isolation
Prof. dr. ir. K. Schroën (WUR)
+31 (0)317 48 33 96 / karin.schroen@wur.nl

Nanomolecular machines in cellular force-transduction
Prof. dr. A.M. Dogterom (TUD)
+31 (0)15 278 59 37 / m.dogterom@tudelft.nl
Bionano interactions for biosensing
Prof. dr. ir. G.J.L. Wuite (VU)
+31 (0)20 598 79 87 / g.j.l.wuite@vu.nl

9. Nano fabrication
9A

9B

Nano-inspection and characterization
Prof. dr. ir. A.J. Koster (LUMC)
+31 (0)71 526 92 92 / a.j.koster@lumc.nl
Nano patterning
Prof. dr. ir. P. Kruit (TUD)
+31 (0)15 278 14 97 / p.kruit@tudelft.nl

10. Sensors and actuators
10A

10B

5. Food
5A

8. Bio-nano

10C

Systems and packaging
Prof. dr. U. Staufer (TUD)
+31 (0)15 278 68 04 / u.staufer@tudelft.nl
Micro nozzles
Dr. ir. H. Wijshoff (Océ)
+31 (0)77 359 34 25 / herman.wijshoff@oce.com
Microdevices for chemical processing
Dr. ir. M.T. Blom (Micronit)
+31 (0)53 850 68 62 / marko.blom@micronit.com
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Harvesting NanoNextNL
The NanoNextNL programme has more than a year to go before it formally
ends in 2016, but we can already conclude it is a success. On the academic
side, high-quality science has been delivered by all of NanoNextNL’s 10
programmes. In parallel, the nearly 100 companies active in NanoNextNL
are increasingly transferring the research results in technology
demonstrators, prototype devices and commercial products. And
NanoNextNL is training over 250 young professionals, many of whom have
already found their way into the Dutch high-tech industry, or have taken
initiatives to create new start-up companies to capitalise on the research
investments in NanoNextNL.

infrastructure
Indispensable infrastructure

This is why we are now exploring how we can exploit this ecosystem to
address some of the most pressing new challenges and opportunities that
our society faces today. We are defining a research programme focusing on
a limited number of topics, that each address a key societal, economic or
technological problem. The programme will be based on the unique
expertise in micro/nanotechnology built up in NanoNextNL and will connect
well to industrial roadmaps. Initial topics that we are exploring are Organson-Chips, 3D Nanostructures & Metrology, Nanomaterials for Energy, Green
ICT/Opto-electronics, and Synthetic Biological Systems & Devices.
Discussions with a broad range of stakeholders are planned in the coming
months to further define the new themes.
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In the meantime, building on the success of NanoCity 2014, a new
NanoNextNL conference is coming up, NanoCity 2015, 5 and 6 October, in
Amersfoort. The conference will feature international keynote speakers, and
presentations by all of NanoNextNL’s projects, including a special display of
technology demonstrators and product prototypes. A key feature will be the
presentation of more than 20 business cases which
have recently competed successfully for additional
funding to boost commercialisation of the underlying
technology developed in NanoNextNL.
I hope to see all of you there.
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Antibodies as molecular switchboards
In achieving all this, an impressive ecosystem of academic and industrial
partners has been developed which is absolutely unique to the Netherlands
and maybe even abroad. No other Dutch research and technology network
involves so many companies, small and large, collaborating with all Dutch
academic institutions on such well-defined themes that are so important for
our society.
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valorisation

Text Sonja Knols / Images iStock, XiO Photonics, Maaike Bouwes Bavinck

One year before the end of the programme, NanoNextNL is boosting its activities in
valorising the research results. NanoNextNL’s Business Director Dick Koster and
experienced high-tech entrepreneur Karel van der Mast are optimistic: “We are
confident that fifty per cent of the business cases that have been distilled from the
programme so far will result in successful new products or companies.”

Boosting

business
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According to a recent EU report the

found out in that stage they lacked knowledge

Netherlands are champions in building

on a specific theme, they could apply for a

ecosystems such as NanoNextNL in which

small budget (up to 5000 euros) to get help

academia and private parties work together.

and conduct research into their intellectual

But when you measure the effect of these

property or market position, for example.

networks in terms of new business emerging

After a first review of these ideas,

from them, we are in the bottom half of the

promising business cases were

list compared to other European countries.

entered in an online tool called the

With the Valorisation Programme,

Golden Egg Check. In that phase,

NanoNextNL aims to ensure that every

applicants had to elaborate on all kinds

research result suitable for application is

of aspects forcing them to think about

encouraged towards actual valorisation.

legislation issues, intellectual property,
customers, markets, investors and so on.

Although from the start of NanoNextNL part

During that stage, they got feedback from

of the budget was reserved for explicit

people experienced in creating business from

to underestimate risks, and overestimate

valorisation purposes, it was not until the

research, but also an indication of how

revenues. And besides these product-related

Mid-Term Review last year that its final

interested real investors would be in their idea.

questions, you should also look closely at

destination was determined. In preparation

And again there was some budget (up to

the people who are going to develop and sell

for the Mid-Term Review, the bureau

20,000 euros) available to hire help, e.g. to

it. If the idea is good, but the team consists

examined all 28 programmes for subjects to

conduct market research. This resulted in

of the wrong people, an investor will not be

turn into business cases. Eventually about

some 22 business cases mature enough to

interested. Investors need to have

five of these cases were presented to the

be pitched in front of the Valorisation

confidence that this team of people will be

International Advisory Committee responsible

Committee, which advised the NanoNextNL

able to make the business into a success.”

for the review. “The pitches diverged greatly

board on which cases should be awarded a

in quality,” reflects committee member Karel

valorisation budget of up to 125,000 euros.

Koster adds: “Especially in the field of

van der Mast. “Some people could talk in

Grantees can use this money to improve the

nanotechnology, Risk Analysis and

depth about the science, but did not have a

technology, build a demonstrator, bring the

Technology Assessment are also important

clue about the demands of a strong business

product to the market and attract private

elements to take into account. If society has

case. Very often scientists wanting to start a

funding for further development.

a sentiment against a new technology, it will
never become a success.”

business lack a clear idea of who their
customer is. They have something that could

Van der Mast, as a member of the Valorisation

The message Koster and Van der Mast give

potentially change the whole world, but often

Committee, saw the majority of these pitches

is clear: Valorising research is not just about

their solution is only a small part of a much

and estimates that half of them will indeed

money. It is about asking the right questions,

larger whole. So we asked them specific

turn out to be successful. “I dare to set such a

meeting the right people, being aware of

questions: Who are you going to deliver to?

high number on the success rate, because of

your strengths and weaknesses, and having

What is the next best alternative for the

all the investments in coaching and training

the right mind set. Koster: “Within the

customer, and how much does that cost?

made in an early stage. These business cases

NanoNextNL programme, we want to use

Doing business is not rocket science. In the

are built on solid ground.” Koster: “Also don’t

this last year to continue to follow the

end, it is a fairly simple list of questions you

forget that in NanoNextNL, not only

twenty-something business cases awarded

need to answer. But you do need to consider

researchers are involved, but also nearly one

with a valorisation grant. Furthermore, we are

them all.”

hundred companies, varying from small

going to scan all the remaining NanoNextNL

enterprises to multinationals like Philips and

projects for interesting results eligible for

Not just funding

ASML. Some of the business cases have

turning into new business cases. I am

Exactly because of this lack of awareness,

been put together by experienced people

convinced many more of the projects have

experience and knowledge within the

from industry. We don’t have to tell them how

resulted in technology worthwhile to bring to

scientific field, the Valorisation Programme

to sell a product.”

market.”

next funding possibility, says NanoNextNL

Success factors

Van der Mast: “NanoNextNL is the last of the

Business Director Dick Koster. “We have

Asked for a list of factors determining the

so-called FES programmes. I sincerely hope

chosen to develop a course which foresees

success of a new product or enterprise, Van

that all of the lessons learned here about

in ample coaching and help during both the

der Mast aptly responds: “You have to know

creating business from research will be

articulation and execution of the business

what your product is and who is going to buy

incorporated in other existing funding

case.” Participants first had to fill in a lean

it under which conditions. What problem does

instruments. The Netherlands is extremely

business model canvas: a list of items they

your product solve, and why is it so much

good in coupling academia and enterprises.

have to comment on in one page. If they

better than existing alternatives? People tend

Now it is time we learn to harvest.”

has been set up to be more than just the
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Entrepreneurship course:

Douwe Geuzebroek

One of the other
activities NanoNextNL
initiated to stimulate
valorisation of research
results is a three-day
entrepreneurship
course. Douwe
Geuzebroek, co-founder
of start-up XiO
Photonics, attended the
first edition of the course
in spring 2014.

“Confirmation
of own
experiences”
“I was very pleased with the

“The lecturers accurately described the

Entrepreneurship course. Besides the fact

period we at XiO Photonics also went

that it is always inspiring to gather with

through: the many months and even years

people from different backgrounds –

you have to invest in the search for the

attendees ranged from PhD students

right kind of customer. Since we are selling

thinking about starting their own company

a technology that didn’t exist before, there

to experienced businessmen – it also

is no market yet. We have to create that

confirmed me in my own experiences as

ourselves. That means you have to give

Vice-President Marketing and Sales at a

numerous demonstrations of your product

high tech enterprise.

and its possibilities, and simultaneously
keep improving your product according to

“This was by far not the first course I ever

the wishes of potential clients.

attended on entrepreneurship and business
development. But it was definitely the first

“They also gave some practical advice. For

one with specific remarks about the first

example, as an engineer, you tend to build

period of a technology-driven company.

a demonstration model which includes all

Earlier lecturers always taught me that it

features you can imagine. But that is

was essential to compose a business plan

unnecessary expensive and time-

that described to the detail the perceived

consuming. Very often potential clients will

market penetration and estimated

ask for a slightly different option. You need

revenues. The TiasNimbas people who

to strip your idea down, and build a model

taught the NanoNextNL course however

which demonstrates only the basic

had a totally different message, which

functionality of your technology.

matches my experience: in high tech,

Furthermore, I think the PhD students who

everything is uncertain, so it is fairly

were there got the clear message that for

impossible to plan ahead which markets

an high tech entrepreneur it is essential to

you will penetrate and how much revenue

be prepared to fail, and to make sure you

you can expect.

learn from your mistakes. And that selling a
truly innovative technology is a matter of
taking it one step at a time.”
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Valorisation Programme:

“Useful
feedback on
business case”
Maaike Bouwes Bavinck, PhD student at Delft University of
Technology, was awarded a valorisation grant from the
NanoNextNL Valorisation Programme for her business case.
“At Delft University of Technology, we have

“And someone asked if we had already

developed a technology to efficiently couple

considered how future-proof our team was.

single photon emitters (light sources that emit

What expertise do we require to eventually

the smallest possible packages of light) into

enter the business-to-business stage?

optical fibres and make this into a plug-andplay system. My supervisor Val Zwiller is co-

“As Single Quantum is an existing

founder of a start-up called Single Quantum,

enterprise, some questions had already

which fabricates detectors for these light

been answered before. For example, we

particles. The Valorisation Programme was a

already know our primary market well: it will

good opportunity to test my plans for starting

consist of academia and research institutes.

a new division within Single Quantum to bring

During the first five years or so we will only

our emitters to market.

produce in small quantities and the Delft
University of Technology facilities will

“After submitting our single-page business

therefore be sufficient.

case, the next stage consisted of the so-called
Golden Egg Check. This is an online

“During the Golden Egg Check phase, we

environment where you have to answer all

could also apply for a budget for things like

kinds of questions about your business.

market research. We used a part of this to

Different experts, varying from the Golden Egg

perform an IP search. As a result of this,

Check organisation and the NanoNextNL

one of our other research financers FOM

project office to external business consultants,

and Delft University of Technology are in

commented on our ideas. This was very

the process of patent application as we

instructive. The Golden Egg Check procedure

speak.”

forces you to think about all kinds of aspects
you would otherwise perhaps have forgotten.
For scientists like us, things like legislation
issues or IP sensitivity are not part of our daily
work. We got some useful tips, for example to
check if there are regulations that could
prevent us from exporting the product. I would
never have thought of that myself.

Maaike Bouwes Bavinck
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publication

Text Sonja Knols / Image Yan Liang (L2Molecule.com)

Eindhoven physicists Chao-Yuan Jin and Andrea Fiore managed to remotely control
the spontaneous emission of a nanoscale light source, at timescales of 200 trillionth
of a second. This achievement gained them a paper in Nature Nanotechnology. “The
paper was actually the result of a crazy idea,” Fiore says. “We are grateful that
NanoNextNL allowed us some freedom to explore such offbeat things.”
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such as the transmission of quantum

is to understand the physics of such lasers.

information,” explains Fiore. “There we need

How fast can they be modulated and how

to be able to control the properties of

do the properties of very small cavities

individual light packages, so-called photons.

influence the operation of the lasers?”

By manipulating them from a distance, we
leave other properties of these photons

Before the concepts Fiore develops can be

intact.” These ideas are now being further

applied in light-based communication and

explored in a FOM project.

sensing devices, a whole new class of
devices has to be developed, he says.

New class of systems

“Current photonic devices have dimensions

Within the NanoNextNL programme Fiore led

on the scale of few microns or more.

three different projects, two of which finished

Ultimately, however, nanophotonic devices

last year. The first project focused on the

are needed to overcome the energy

section, the light source at the

detection and counting of a few photons with

limitations of present computing,

left can be switched on

the aid of superconducting nanowires. ”That

communication and sensing systems.

and off.

work resulted in a record range of measured

Moreover, they will need to be integrated on

photon numbers in the near-infrared and

silicon chips. This demands the

several very nice papers,” Fiore comments.

development of an entirely new generation

By aiming a laser at the right-hand

of nanophotonic devices and circuits.”
A second project explored the combination of
nanomechanical structures with photonics.

Production house

“Our research has opened up a whole new

For this nanophotonic revolution to happen,

hysics professor Andrea Fiore has

promising field of what we call nano-opto-

according to Fiore, important changes are

devoted his career to light, and

electro-mechanical systems,” Fiore says

needed in the approach to valorisation.

more specifically to the way it can

enthusiastically. “You could already tune the

Nanotechnology tools are just too expensive

be manipulated on the smallest scale. “I am

wavelength of an optical cavity by changing

for SMEs and even for most R&D groups

fascinated by quantum physics, because it is

the refractive index of its surroundings, by

working in this field. There is a need to

so counter-intuitive,” he says in his office in

applying an electromagnetic field, introducing

centralise the nanofabrication facilities and

the brand new physics building at the

a current, or changing the temperature. But

the corresponding expertise and make it

campus of Eindhoven University of

with these methods, the resulting changes in

available to a large numbers of researchers

Technology. “Sometimes I work on topics

wavelength are small. With our new system

and designers. The facility itself, for example

P

close to application, and in other cases I
focus on issues of a more fundamental
nature. This variety, that’s what keeps it
interesting.”

“Nanophotonic devices are needed to overcome the
energy limitations of present computing,
communication and sensing systems”

The recent Nature Nanotechnology
publication originates from one of his more

based on mechanical movement, you can

the NanoLabNL cleanroom, is not sufficient:

fundamentally orientated research interests. It

tune a cavity over a relatively broad spectrum

You need experienced people to design and

reports on a totally new concept of controlling

with a very low power consumption: micro or

implement the fabrication process

the spontaneous emission of light from a

even nano Watts.” The ideas developed in the

according to the needs of the customer.

nanoscale emitter. The researchers etched a

NanoNextNL project led to an STW funded

This shift to the ‘foundry model’ already

photonic crystal around the emitter, in this

project to develop a microspectrometer. “In

happened a long ago in the silicon world,

case a quantum dot. By firing a short laser

the long term, we want to demonstrate the

and is now starting to take place in

pulse at the photonic crystal, its refractive

application of nanomechanical tuning for

photonics. Fiore believes that the foundry

index is modified. As a result, the quantum

lasers, filters, detectors and so on. There is a

model can also be applied to

dot experiences a change in the

lot you can do by controlling the mechanical

nanophotonics, enabling a quicker path

electromagnetic field around it. This change

motion at a nanometre scale.”

from fundamental research to market
applications. This will demand quite a

can either speed up or slow down the
emission of light by the dot. As soon as the

In the third project Fiore is exploring

paradigm change in the way R&D centres,

refractive index regains its usual value, the

nanolasers, which have been made by the

NanoLabNL nanofabrication facilities and

dot emits light in the normal manner again.

Electrical Engineering Department at

SMEs work together. Not an easy challenge,

“This is an important first step for applications

Eindhoven University of Technology. “My goal

Fiore admits, but a worthwhile one.

nanotextnl June 2015
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infrastructure

Last year, the Dutch nanotechnology research infrastructure NanoLabNL
received 17 million euros from the government to invest in new equipment.
“These facilities are vitally important for our research,” says associate
professor Ageeth Bol of Eindhoven University of Technology.

Indispensable
infrastructure
Text Sonja Knols / Images Angeline Swinkels, Mikhail Ponomarev, TNO

A

geeth Bol holds a PhD in physical

ALD is a technique that makes use of

production of two-dimensional layers, such

chemistry and returned to academic

gaseous phases of materials, which are

as graphene. This is important for a new

research in 2011, after a decade of

alternately flushed onto a surface. Carefully

generation of nanoelectronics. Even known

working in industry. “The presence of the

picked precursor molecules react with

materials start to behave differently when you

NanoLab@TU/e facilities here in Eindhoven

specific molecular groups at the surface in a

force them into a 2D architecture.” At

certainly was a selling point for me in deciding

self-limiting way. “That is one of the

present, the most sophisticated production

where I wanted to go,” she says. Bol works on

advantages of ALD over chemical vapour

method for these types of structures is the

the development of new production processes

deposition (CVD),” Bol explains. “With ALD,

‘scotch tape method’: you stick something

for graphene-like, two-dimensional materials.

as soon as all the reactive sites are used, the

to the surface, and rip off a single layer of

“To be able to make these very thin layers of

reaction stops. This results in very thin and

molecules. “Of course, this is not the most

materials, you need to have nanometre control

even layers.”

reproducible way to do it, and more

over the layer thickness. The Plasma and

importantly: it is certainly not scalable for

Materials Processing group I work in has in-

Replacing scotch tape

depth knowledge of a specific method to

The group Bol is working in, is interested in

produce these layers.” This so-called plasma-

optimising these type of ALD processes for a

Bol’s research strongly leans on the

assisted atomic layer deposition (ALD) was

variety of applications, such as thin-film solar

NanoLabNL facilities. “Here in Eindhoven, we

the main theme of a NanoNextNL PhD project

cells and new types of semiconductor

have the equipment to both fabricate and

carried out in Eindhoven.

devices. “My personal focus lies in the

analyse devices. Ranging from lithography

10 nanotextnl June 2015

industrial purposes.”

and deposition tools to a scanning electron

heterogeneous layers I am working on,

expertise can be used by universities,

microscope and X-ray photoelectron

since at lower temperatures less diffusion of

research institutes, start-ups and industry in

spectroscopy to characterise the layers we

atoms between the layers will occur.”

general. NanoLabNL supports fundamental
research, process and product development

have deposited.” Besides the NanoLab
facilities, the research group also uses

NanoLabNL

and, to some extent, small-scale production.

advanced tooling they have partly

Research in the field of nanotechnology puts

Each of the NanoLab NL locations offers a

constructed themselves. “I am going to

great demands on laboratories: they must

range of basic and expert technologies. The

work with an ALD machine from Oxford

be extremely clean and as vibration-free as

basic technologies provide a general

Instruments, which has been configured to

possible. This type of facilities is very

infrastructure suitable for common

meet our needs. We want to be able to play

expensive. Furthermore, specific expertise is

nanofabrication activities with the smallest

around with different parameters of the ALD

needed to operate the high tech machines

possible geographical barrier. The expert

process,” Bol explains. The researchers are

used for fabrication of nanodevices.

technologies are unique for a specific

particularly interested in relatively low

NanoLabNL was set up about ten years ago

location.

temperatures. “For CVD processes, typically

to share the cost of these facilities, and

In Eindhoven, the focus lies on fabrication of

temperatures of over a 1000 degrees

establish a shared, national infrastructure for

specific semiconductor and photonic

Celsius are needed. That is often fatal for

Dutch academia and enterprises.

devices, and the deposition of organic,

applications in semiconductors because the

In the framework of NanoLabNL, TU Delft,

magnetic and electronic nanostructured

high temperature increases the diffusion of

Eindhoven University of Technology,

materials.

the atoms, which makes it harder to place

University of Groningen and University of

In 2014, NanoLabNL received 17 million

them at the right spot. We want to develop

Twente, working with TNO and Philips

euros of funding from the National Roadmap

a process that yields materials of high

Innovation Services, run the Netherlands’

for large-scale research facilities for its

quality at lower temperatures. This is

four laboratories equipped for

Quantum Electrical Engineering (QuEEn)

especially important for the two-dimensional

nanotechnology research. The facilities and

programme. In the QuEEn investment

“We have the
equipment to both
fabricate and analyse
devices”

The NanoLabNL cleanroom facilities in Eindhoven.
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programme NanoLabNL focuses specifically

microscopes to study these layers, and

take it to the next level: stack two-

on quantum electrical engineering with the

lithography technology to create nanopatterns

dimensional layers made out of different

aim of discovering new materials and

in these materials.

materials. That way we can combine

material structures with special quantum

These new investments also help Bol in her

different properties in one device. We will

properties.

quest for new production processes. After

have to do that at low temperatures to

For Eindhoven, the funding resulted in an

receiving the prestigious Vici grant in 2014, she

prevent the different layers from mixing, since

expansion and improvement of facilities to

was recently awarded an ERC Consolidator

that will deteriorate the quality of the

fabricate nanoscale materials and structures.

Grant as well. With those funds, she will spend

materials. And if we can achieve that, it will

With the budget allocated to Eindhoven, new

the next few years stretching the current limits

open up a whole new field of possibilities for

machines are purchased to grow materials

of the technique: “When we can actually

even smaller electronic circuits with totally

atomic layer by atomic layer, specialized

fabricate truly two-dimensional layers, I want to

new properties.”

Monitoring
contamination
of vacuum
systems

Pushing the frontiers of nanoscience demands specialised high tech
equipment. This type of equipment is often developed in parallel to
the advancements in science and the demands from the market. For
example, TNO recently developed and patented a sensor that
measures the molecular contamination level of vacuum systems in
real time, a feature that can contribute to increased yield figures
within semiconductor fabrication laboratories and improve any
process in which manipulation occurs at the atomic level.
The mass-filtered ion gauge (MFIG) design is able to measure the
total concentration of heavy hydrocarbons in vacuum systems. The
sensor provides a real-time signal on the contaminant level, and as
such can act as a ‘traffic light’ for clean operation. The sensor is 100
times more sensitive and 1000 times faster than a residual gas
analyser. Furthermore, as the MFIG measures molecular
contamination in real time, an expert is no longer needed to analyse
process data in retrospect. When molecular contamination in a
vacuum system reaches an application–specific threshold, MFIG can
generate an alarm signal and production can be stopped, thus
preventing product loss.
As a partner within the NanoNextNL programme, TNO decided to
enter this invention into the NanoNextNL Valorisation Programme.
“Although we have ample experience with valorising our research
results, we are always eager to review new methods and initiatives,”
says TNO Business Development Manager Patrique Boerboom. “The
Golden Egg Check has really helped us in defining our business
opportunities. For example, we were able to perform an IP search to
decide whether we should apply for a second patent or not, and we
obtained some funds to expand our market research.” At the
moment, TNO foresees a business case aimed at OEMs (original

Schematic of the MFIG sensor, including the rays for
heavy, medium, and low-mass ions in the dispersive
magnetic dipole field.

equipment manufacturers), which assemble complete vacuum
systems. Besides academia, end users will be major players in
semiconductor manufacturing such as producers of EUV systems,
e-beam inspection and metrology tools, implant tools, and
deposition furnaces.
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Membrane
monitors exhaled air
R

espiratory tract infections are a

aerosols: tiny airborne drops of moisture,”

Klerks. “It allows us to experiment freely with

risky phenomenon. Within a day or

says Klerks. “Physically speaking, that is

the fundamental principle of capturing bacteria

two, they can develop into severe

quite a complicated challenge.”

in aerosols, as well as refine our technology to

pneumonia. Especially in patients with

further develop an actual diagnosis tool.”

cystic fibrosis or COPD, or in developing

Klerks started this line of research within

countries, this condition can become life

the context of NanoNextNL, together with

Fast detection of these pathogens, as Klerks

threatening. “The challenge with lung

Marien de Jonge at the Radboud UMC in

emphasises, will prevent transmission,

infections is to get a timely
and accurate diagnosis,” says
Michel Klerks, CEO of
Innosieve Diagnostics.
“Traditional methods rely on
sputum tests, which generally

damage to the respiratory tract and

“This is the first technology to
directly detect the presence of
bacteria in aerosols”

take 24 to 48 hours to

dissemination of the infection to other organs.
There is a high demand for such a tool, he
notes. “A fast, affordable and easy-to-use tool
would be a great improvement in many clinical
settings,” says Klerks. “It would yield on-site
results within just one to two hours. We have

incubate. Moreover, providing a sputum

Nijmegen. Following their positive

proven that the principle works and we

sample is problematic for some weak

preliminary results, they recently were

estimate that it could represent a billion euro

patients or for small children, as it calls for

awarded a NanoNextNL valorisation grant.

market within the next decade, in Europe

some heavy coughing. This is why our

“For us this is a perfect arrangement,” says

alone.”

innovation could be a significant
improvement.”
Chest x-ray, showing pneumonia in right lower lobe.

Klerks is referring to the development of a
new device that samples bacterial
presence in exhaled air. The device
contains a silicon nitride membrane that is
produced in much the same way as
microchips: the membrane is ‘printed’ on a
nanoscale, with clearly defined pores. It
provides low flow resistance combined with
the accurate and selective capture of
bacteria, followed by direct detection of
those bacteria. Further identification can be
performed, if desired, with routine
methods. “This is the first technology to
directly detect the presence of bacteria in
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start-up

Manipulating
molecules
with sound
Operating at the interface between physics and molecular

up from the VU University Amsterdam is

biology, scientists are developing ways to measure forces

molecular interactions. “From a biological

on the scale of single molecules. LUMICKS, a start-up from
VU University Amsterdam, is presenting a new technique
that uses sound to do this.

developing new techniques to study
point of view, it is very valuable to study the
dynamics of these interactions. In other
words, to follow what actually happens from
start to finish while molecules interact.”

One in a million
One of the products that LUMICKS has

Text Nienke Beintema / Images LUMICKS / iStock

developed uses ‘optical tweezers’ combined

A

with fluorescence microscopy to enable livell life processes in living organisms

malfunctions in these processes.

imaging of single molecules. This principle

– growth, reproduction and

Understanding molecular interactions is

was developed by VU University professors

metabolism – involve interactions

therefore a fundamental step towards

Gijs Wuite and Erwin Peterman. “This is a

diagnosis and treatment.

beautiful technique that shows within 10

between molecules. Different molecules are
interacting with DNA, for instance, to regulate

minutes what is going on at the molecular

the translation of the genetic code into

“Traditionally, scientists have mostly worked

level,” says Heyning. “We saw directly for the

functional proteins. Many diseases, including

with tools to study static situations,” says

first time what actually happens with DNA

cancer and Alzheimer’s disease, are related to

Olivier Heyning, CEO of LUMICKS. This start-

when it gets organised by proteins, for
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instance – processes that had previously

academic institutions as well as

provided. At the moment, sample testing

required extensive modelling.” But the

pharmaceutical research facilities. “We are

sometimes takes two weeks at an off-site

limitation of this technique, as he explains, is

now testing various prototypes,” he says, “in

lab. Our technology can be integrated into a

that it allows imaging and measurements on

collaboration with customers. They are

hand-held device that will identify, for

single molecules only. However, scientists

providing us with valuable feedback. So far

instance, certain viruses or various important

need ‘critical mass’ to show
a certain principle. In other
words, they need thousands
of measurements on
thousands of identical
molecules to give their

blood parameters – immediately, without the

“We saw directly for the first time what
actually happens with DNA when it
gets organised by proteins”

findings statistical

need for extensive cell culture or incubation.”
Hand-held devices based on microchip
technology are being more widely
developed, but not, as Heyning
emphasises, in a way that allows arrays of

significance.

they are all extremely enthusiastic. This

molecules to be tested on binding dynamics.

“This is where our latest finding comes in,”

technique helps them to answer some of their

“Arrays allow for more accurate

says Heyning. “The principle is beautifully

most pressing questions.”

measurements,” he says, “and the more
accurate the technology, the lower the

simple. We designed a way to manipulate and
The development of AFS was supported by

concentrations of substances that can be

NanoNextNL’s programme ‘Bionano

measured. This opens up a whole new range

Force by sound

interactions for biosensing’. The team recently

of applications.”

The invention, also developed in the group of

got support through its valorisation instrument.

Wuite and Peterman, is called acoustic force

Heyning is optimistic. “This product has

spectroscopy, or AFS. This is a lab-on-a-chip

enormous long-term potential,” he says, “also

By pushing away the red beads with

technology in which acoustic waves

in the field of point-of-care diagnostics:

ultrasound, the force needed to stretch the

(ultrasound) are employed to exert small forces

diagnostic testing at the location where care is

molecules can be measured.

measure thousands of molecules in parallel.”

on thousands of single biomolecules in
parallel. One side of each of these
biomolecules, for instance DNA, RNA or
proteins, is attached to a glass plate. The
other side of each molecule is connected to a
nanosized polystyrene bead. These beads can
be pushed away from the glass plate using
ultrasound waves. In this way, scientists can
test how much force is needed to stretch a
molecule to a certain extent, or to break
certain bonds. This gives information on the
nature of the molecule and its interactions with
other molecules.
“This force/distance relationship shows how
molecules affect each other,” explains
Heyning. “Do they bind? What forces can the
bonds withstand? Do they stretch the DNA?”
And by using different fluids in the microfluidic
chip, for instance, scientists can test under
which conditions molecules or bonds become
weaker. Structure and function of proteins can
be investigated, as well as new biological
mechanisms, compound screening and cell
mechanics. Even intermediate states in
reaction pathways can be studied.
The chip approach, as Heyning points out,
ensures that this technology is both easy to
use and cost-effective. These are important
features for prospective customers, including
nanotextnl June 2015
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outlook

Print,
the
future

N

early everyone has one at home: an
inkjet printer. This type of printer
uses a series of nozzles to spray

drops of ink on a substrate, like a piece of
paper. Although this seems to be a rather
straightforward process, when you look
closer, it turns out to be thrillingly
complicated. “We have only been able to
Text Sonja Knols / Images iStock, Ronald Stoute µDoodle

Not only texts and images, but also artificial bone,
architectural models, medicine or even food: “Almost
everything you can imagine, is already being printed
somewhere,” says NanoNextNL programme director

print flawlessly for a couple of years now,”
says Herman Wijshoff. “And that paved the
way towards a lot of new applications.”
Applications Wijshoff’s employer for over 25
years, printer and copier producer Océ, is
keen to explore, he says. “Digital printing is a
growing market. Since we are able to spray
ever tinier droplets in an ever more controlled
way, the resolution of inkjet printing is nearing

Herman Wijshoff.
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that of offset. The focus of printing industry is

thus shifting from printing mainly text and

what we are doing in one of the NanoNextNL

Network

CAD-images to things like giant posters,

projects.”

The NanoNextNL programme is

façade coverings, and curtains to cover

predominantly a continuation of previous

trucks. That means we need to further

“Another rather spectacular project uses the

work done in MicroNed. Still, participating in

improve reliability and reproducibility, but

tip of an atomic force microscope to deposit

NanoNextNL has broadened Wijshoff’s view

also that we need to investigate new

tiny droplets one by one on a substrate. That

on the latest developments in this field in the

materials to jet on. Think of vinyl, or even

is the ultimate control. And you enter an

Netherlands, he says. “I have met some new

glass. How do you make your ink stick on

entirely new physical domain, with droplets in

interesting partners. For example, one of the

such a substrate?”

the size of femtolitres (trillionth of a litre). In

projects was aimed at spraying medicine,

that regime, surface tension is dominant.”

which was totally new for me. Medical

Not only the substrates are
changing, but the material
being jetted as well. “In
principle, any substance
below a certain viscosity,

inhalers should be able to spray huge

“In Europe, the Netherlands is a leader in
expertise on printing processes”

can be printed,” explains Wijshoff. “For

volumes of uniform droplets. Apparently, by
controlling the size of the droplets, you can
direct which part of the lungs is treated.”
Due to all of the research programmes he

example, we are working on printing metals

The research is not only experimental, the

has been involved in Herman Wijshoff has a

for printed electronics and 3D printing. And

physicist states. “We always work in the

huge network. A network he is looking

we can already print the entire layout of a

triangle, theory, simulations, experiments.

forward to expanding following his recent

printed circuit directly in a photoresist, which

Eventually, we want to be able to predict what

appointment as a part-time professor at

means we can skip the expensive process

will happen when we change the nozzle

Eindhoven University of Technology. “In

step of lithography.” Not to mention 3D

diameter, the fluid parameters, or the

Europe, the Netherlands is a leader in

printers which can print high resolution art

substrate. Therefore numerical simulations

expertise on printing processes. Funding

reproductions and build up entire parts and

form an essential part of the programme.”

programmes such as FOM Industrial

components from polymers.

Partnerships, the materials innovation
Although printing is his own major interest, the

institute M2I and NanoNextNL have been

Chain of events

knowledge gained is also applicable in other

essential for building up this position. I

Crucial for these types of applications is a

areas, Wijshoff says. “For example, ASML is

sincerely hope that when NanoNextNL ends,

deep understanding of the whole chain of

also involved in this research. For their new

we will have found new ways to continue the

events leading to a flawless print on a

generation machines, they use extreme

existing excellent cooperation between

substrate. That means knowledge about the

ultraviolet light, which is generated by directing

business and academia. Abroad, people

droplets themselves – e.g. the fluid

a laser beam at tiny droplets of tin. For them,

look at me with envy when I tell them how

composition and flow dynamics, surface

control over droplet formation is just as

public-private cooperation is organised

tension, viscosity and the influence of the

crucial.”

here.”

nozzle geometry – but also thorough
understanding of the interaction between the
fluid and the substrate. Within NanoNextNL
programme 10B, eight projects concentrate
on all kinds of aspects of microdroplet
formation and control of liquid thin films.
Specialised equipment is needed to study
the phenomena which play a role at these
scales. “We are talking about droplets
containing picolitres (a millionth of a millionth
of a litre) of fluids. If you want to study the
spreading of the fluid and droplet
coalescence, you need microscopy
techniques that take a million images per
second. As you can imagine, we need to
develop new techniques to gain insights into
this type of droplet behaviour. That is exactly
Depositing tiny droplets one by one with an atomic force microscope.
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PhD defense

Antibodies

as molecular

switchboards
Blocking and unlocking
“First, we inactivated the antibodies,” he explains, “by blocking their
binding sites with specifically designed peptide-DNA hybrids. We
explored a novel concept that simultaneously blocks both binding
sites and that can be unlocked by specific molecules secreted by the
target cells.”
This is how it works: two peptides that block the two tips

of the

‘Y’ are connected to each other through a short strand of DNA. DNA
is best known as the genetic coding molecule, but it is also a rigid
scaffold that can link other molecules together. This double-stranded
DNA linker, however, can be ‘unzipped’ relatively easily. The base
pairing properties of DNA allowed Janssen and his colleagues to
design short, single-stranded pieces of DNA that they attached as
‘toeholds’ to opposite ends of the DNA linker

A

. When these

toeholds are matched with the full complementary fragments of DNA
ntibodies are some of nature’s finest molecular recognition tools.

or RNA, these sequences displace one entire strand of the DNA

They can bind to specific viruses or bacteria, for instance, as

linker – which is thereby unzipped. In the process, the two blocking

part of our body’s immune response. All antibodies share the

proteins leave the binding sites of the antibody – and the antibody is

same characteristic Y-shaped architecture, bearing a specific binding

reactivated

.

site at each of the two upper tips of the ‘Y’. These binding sites will
recognise and bind to corresponding receptors on the surface of target

“Now the challenge is to translate this concept to living cells,” says

cells. Today, this principle is also harnessed in medical diagnostics and

Janssen, “and to activate clinically relevant antibodies by specific

therapies. Antibodies are used to recognise cancer cells, for instance, or

endogenous triggers, such as micro-RNA fragments or enzymes

cells that are typical in autoimmune or cardiovascular diseases. These
can then be targeted by antibody-based therapies.
“The problem with this approach,” says Brian Janssen, “is that some

“Now the challenge is to translate this
concept to living cells”

of these specific receptors are also present on the surface of healthy

excreted by the target cells. If you use two different toehold strands,

cells, albeit in lower concentrations. As a consequence, antibody-based

you even get AND- or OR-gates, just like in an electronic

therapies also target these healthy cells, which may cause side effects.”

switchboard.” In vitro studies of yeast cells with antibodies and

Janssen was a PhD student at Eindhoven University of Technology. His

fluorescent markers have already led to the proof of principle.

research, supported by the NanoNextNL programme ‘Bionano

Janssen, who defended his PhD thesis last May, recently published

interactions for biosensing’, aimed to find ways of activating antibodies

these findings as a ‘hot paper’ in the high-impact journal

solely in the direct vicinity of the target cells.

Angewandte Chemie.
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Nanotechnology based products are finding
their way into daily life. As the production
volume of nanoparticles increases, the chances
of these accumulating in drinking water rises as
well. In a NanoNextNL project at the University
of Twente PhD student Krzysztof Trzaskus is
searching for the optimal process conditions for
nanoparticle filtration by membranes.

Fine
filters
“M

Nanoparticles in water.

Trzaskus is investigating all kinds of

repelled each other, they never merged,

parameters that influence the filtration of

leaving small gaps between them. These

nanoparticles, varying from the membrane

gaps acted as a new, effective filter for small

used and the flow speed of the water to the

particles.” When Trzaskus changed the

properties of the nanoparticles themselves.

repulsive character of the nanoparticles, they

“We study different types of nanoparticles and

got closer together, filtering out even smaller

look at the colloidal interactions when we

particles. Although that came at a price, he

change stabilisers present in the fluid. But we

says. “The smaller the effective pores, the

also change the pH value of the fluid and

longer the filtering process takes.”

embranes can filter out

change the level of aggregation of the

anything,” states the Polish

particles by means of electrostatic

Trzaskus carries out his research in close

chemist. “You can use them to

interactions.”

collaboration with different companies, such

get really clean water. That is not only

as Pentair X-Flow, which provides the

desirable for consumption, but also for

Clogging improves filter

different membranes, and Vitens, which

industry. We work mainly on silica

One of his most striking results so far

provides water analysis. This collaboration

particles, which nowadays are produced

concerned an unexpected fruitful combination.

has gained him a useful network, he says.

in high volumes but also occur in nature in

“With membranes that have pore sizes of over

“During the course of this year, my PhD

the form of sand. Tiny sand particles

200 nanometres, we were able to filter out

contract will end. I am looking for a new job.

present in cooling water can be

nanoparticles with a diameter ten times

It helps that I have already come across a lot

devastating for power plants. At their

smaller,” he says. “The nanoparticles started

of different companies in this field. There are

operating temperature, the sand will turn

to clog the membrane pores, and formed a

many opportunities in membrane and

into glass, and subsequently damage the

very efficient additional filtering layer on top of

process technology. The demand for filtering

turbines.”

the membrane. As the particles we used

membranes is growing.”
nanotextnl June 2015
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Urine loss?

Back in control!
Text Nienke Beintema / Images LifeSense, iStock

The LifeSense Group in Eindhoven, a Holst Centrespin-off, is developing a
state-of-the-art product that helps people to overcome incontinence.
“Seventy percent can be cured entirely,” says Business Development
Manager Valer Pop.
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I

t happens when she goes jogging. When
she lifts something heavy. Even when she
sneezes or has a good laugh. Alicia, 36

years old and a mother of two, is suffering
from urine loss. She wears pads every day,
and often worries about finding the right time
and place to change them. She wonders
whether people might smell her. And she
doesn’t go jogging in crowded places. In
short, her urine loss causes discomfort and
even embarrassment.
Alicia is not alone. Urine loss affects 50 to 70
percent of women after childbirth. One in five
still experiences problems after one year.
Carin consists of a sensor, a pad and an app.

And it usually gets worse over time. If
untreated, incontinence can cause severe
limitations in later life. “Urine loss is still
considered a taboo,” says Valer Pop,
Business Development Manager at the Holst

muscles need training, and in which way. This

been tested extensively and will be ready for

Centre, an independent R&D facility in

varies quite a lot among women.”

market introduction by the autumn of 2015.

women visit a doctor – while 70 percent can

The device, as Pop points out, is made of

The project received coaching from

be cured entirely.”

flexible material. The sensor itself doesn’t

NanoNextNL's valorisation programme. In

need to get into contact with urine. It contains

this context, the team is already working on

Pop and his colleagues are developing an

a small rechargeable battery that will last over

a second-generation technology. This will

innovative sensor device that helps women

a day and can be charged within an hour.

also be suitable for elderly people with a

Eindhoven. “Only 10 percent of these

to overcome their problem. The device is a
small sensor that will be placed in a woman’s

The important thing,

underwear. “The sensor registers urine loss

as Pop underlines, is

quite accurately,” explains Pop, “and sends

that this approach will

this information to her own mobile phone

allow a woman to

through a wireless connection. An app on

track her progress

her phone will keep track of the incoming

herself. “This is quite

data: exactly when urine is lost, how much,

motivating. Alternative, general training

different kind of incontinence: those who

and during which physical activity.”

programmes yield fewer results. Many women

have trouble reaching the toilet in time. In

stop training for this reason, and experience

addition to registering urine loss, this newer

The app is coupled with an online,

recurring problems.” Users can either use the

version will measure a person’s bladder

personalised training programme based on

‘e-coach’, based on their own profile, or get

content, and will give a timely signal when it’s

the woman’s specific incontinence profile.

personal instruction from a specialised

time for a bathroom visit. This is the first

The secret, as Pop explains, lies in focused

physical therapist who analyses their data.

technology to do so.

“These muscles are often damaged during

Carin to market

“All in all there are 400 million women

childbirth,” says Pop. “Training these

The full concept will be called ‘Carin’, and will

worldwide who could benefit from this

muscles can reduce the problem within a

be marketed by the LifeSense Group, a Holst

innovation,” says Pop, “and millions more

few months – or even cure it completely.”

Centre spin-off. Clinical trials are ongoing, in

with this second type of incontinence. Not

This information in itself isn’t new. What’s

close cooperation with the Pelvic Care Center

having to worry about urine loss can make a

new is the individualised approach. “There

of the Maastricht University Medical Centre

huge difference in their lives. In short, it is a

are many different pelvic floor exercises,”

and Archipel Zorg Groep. Technical

big business opportunity with a huge

Pop emphasises, “aimed at different muscle

specialists are involved, as well as

societal impact.”

groups. By linking urine loss severity and

gynaecologists, urologists, pelvic physical

activity, our app will show you exactly which

therapists and nurses. The technology has

“By linking urine loss severity and activity,
our app will show exactly which muscles
need training, and in which way”

training of particular pelvic floor muscles.
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proud of
Petra Krystek

Text Nienke Beintema / Image Fjodor Buis

Refining methods
to identify
nanomaterials
Petra Krystek is specialised in identifying and quantifying the presence of
nanomaterials in humans and in the environment. “Don’t judge nanomaterials
without actual measurements.”

N

anomaterials are hot. They show

methods that are applicable to both of

the nanomaterials based on particle size,

some remarkable characteristics that

these focus areas. And in fact, from an

and couple this technique directly with

make them well suited for

analytical point of view, it doesn’t matter

inductively coupled plasma mass

application in industry and some consumer

whether you measure nanomaterials in

spectrometry (ICPMS) to determine the

products. With their increased use, however,

human tissues or in a complicated aquatic

elemental composition of the particles.

concerns are arising about their safety. To

sample. The challenges are similar.

Through this combination, you can

study their effects on the human body and on

obtain far more information from each

the environment, scientists are looking for

“My projects focus on finding new ways to

reliable ways to identify and quantify these

detect inorganic nanomaterials in various

nanomaterials.

matrices. I design innovative methods to

“Within RATA, I work on the analysis and

One of these researchers is Petra Krystek. She

distil the right information from a certain

monitoring of pure nanomaterials, and of

is principal technologist at Philips Innovation

sample. How can you dissolve a tissue, for

nanomaterials in all kinds of biological

Services in Eindhoven, and also a visiting

instance, without dissolving the

and environmental samples. What I like

scientist at the Institute for Environmental

nanomaterial that it may contain? What is

so much about this work is the variety of

Studies at the VU University Amsterdam. She

the best sample preparation for instrumental

relevant applications. My topics range

is participating in the NanoNextNL theme Risk

measurements? These are often interesting

from the penetration of nanosilver into

Analysis and Technology Assessment (RATA).

puzzles that need to be solved.

human skin to the accumulation of

“Within this NanoNextNL theme, I work in two

“I also like to combine existing instruments –

invertebrates – and from monitoring of

focus areas: human health risks and

and this is quite a new approach in this

pharmaceutical nanomaterials in tap and

environmental risks. With my background in

field. I use asymmetric flow field flow

waste water to the effects of inhalation of

analytical chemistry, I enjoy developing

fractionation (AF4), for instance, to separate

nanoparticles.

sample.

nanometals in small freshwater
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“I hope that my
methodologies will
be widely used in
standards and
certification
schemes”

“In studying those issues, I always start
from my basic curiosity as an analytical
chemist. Which materials are present in
this sample and how can I identify and
quantify them? I enjoy this as an
intellectual puzzle. I also like the
interdisciplinary environment. I work with
toxicologists, medical scientists and
biologists. We all learn from each other.
In the end, of course, I hope that my
methodologies will be widely used in
standards and certification schemes; in
monitoring labs, but also in industrial
research. Valorisation has just started.
Nanomaterials are often associated with
risks, and much of their reputation is built
on assumptions and theoretical models.
My point of view is that sound, practical
testing should always be the basis for
regulations. In that respect, I am looking
forward to working on new challenges.”
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Text Sonja Knols / Image LioniX and Surfix

Detect extremely low concentrations of bacterial spores in
food, and predict which spores will germinate and grow out to
be harmful bacteria for consumers. That’s the ultimate goal of Stanley
Brul’s research at the University of Amsterdam, for which he uses a specially
developed micro-ring resonator platform developed by SMEs LioniX and Surfix.

“B

acterial spores are present in a lot of

To answer that question, you need to be able

this sensor could grow out to be a good

foods, varying from dairy to soup-in-

to detect which spores are present but also

additional technology for the food industry to

a-bag,” says molecular biology

distinguish active spores from the dormant

test the effectiveness of their heat

professor Stanley Brul. Spore formation is a

ones. And you need to determine which

treatments.”

method bacteria use to survive unfavourable

circumstances trigger the germination. “For

conditions. Even when bacteria are killed,

example, we found a spore which germinates

spores can survive. And when they germinate,

at low temperatures, somewhere in the

the food can go to waste. Food producers

normal refrigerator range. We determined

don’t take risks, and apply drastic

which proteins are active at the surface of this

measurements to kill the spores. “This is often

spore. The next step is to investigate if these

undesirable,” explains Brul, who worked as a

proteins are specific for low temperature

researcher at Unilever for five years before

germination.”

Micro-Ring
Resonator Platform

treatment also kills desired bacteria. And often

Brul is trying out a recently developed

The micro-ring resonator platform Brul is

applying a high temperature to a food product

detection system to see if it can detect the

trying out for his research has been

gravely changes the quality, as may be

spores. “The developers find it just as exciting

developed by the companies LioniX and

returning to the university. “Sometimes the

Surfix. The platform consists of silicon

reflected in the taste.
Have you ever drunk
sterilised milk? That
tastes completely

“Often applying a high temperature to a
food product gravely changes the quality”

nitride waveguide channels, modified by a
monolayer which enables the binding of
biomolecules. To enhance the sensitivity,
the surrounding surface is coated with an

different from
pasteurised milk.” Food producers want to be

as I do to see how sensitive the system is.

antifouling layer. By measuring changes in

able to predict when and under which

Can we indeed detect all the spores present?

resonance frequency of the chip,

circumstances the food will become

And can we distinguish crucial surface

biomolecules with nanomolar

unacceptable for customers.

proteins from each other? If that is the case,

concentrations can be detected.
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programme

S

ustainable energy carries the
promise of supporting our society
into the future. Clean, affordable

In theory, there’s a wealth of options for

and widely available: the expectations are

generating sustainable energy. But technological

place, including wind and solar energy,

challenges sometimes pose restrictions – as do
market constraints. The NanoNextNL

sky high. Different alternatives are already in
hydropower and bioenergy solutions.
Experts agree, however, that improvements
are needed for this approach to truly take off.
“Let’s take a look at solar energy, for
example,” says Wim Sinke, Manager

programme ‘Efficient generation of sustainable

Programme Development Solar Energy at
ECN in Petten and professor of photovoltaic

energy’ aims to address these issues.

energy conversion at the University of
Amsterdam. For four years, Sinke directed
the NanoNextNL programme ‘Efficient
generation of sustainable energy’. “Solar

Text Nienke Beintema / Images FreeImages, ECN, Holst centre, Lourens van Dijk

energy has huge potential,” he says, “as the
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The programme also has a strong market
component. Why is that?

technology is scrutinised and regarded with

“Sustainable energy technology is in high

how easily new concepts can be integrated

demand, among consumers as well as

with their existing products. And I can’t

businesses. The market potential is huge.

blame them. The market is tight. Many cell

Against this
background, it can be
very challenging to
abandon accepted
concepts and try out

scepticism. Industrial partners want to know

“NanoNextNL facilitates demand-driven
research with a strong emphasis on
scientific quality and market parameters”

something entirely new.
This calls for courage, patience, and for solid

and module production facilities have already

business cases. Quantifying the benefits of

been moved to Asia. High tech companies in

potential innovations is an important

the Netherlands are now exporting their

component of the work within this

technology solutions to those countries.

programme.”

They actually excel in this regard, on an
international scale. But in the longer term,

sun provides us with more than enough

with rising demand in our region, it would be

today’s best commercial solar technology is

How do you turn a new concept, such as
that for light management, into a sound
business case?

only about 20 percent efficient. Researchers

“The proof of principle is there. The last

reasons of economic benefits and energy

and companies worldwide are struggling to

hurdle is to show a convincing cost-benefit

independence.”

increase this percentage, but progress is in

analysis. If you present a solid case, I am

fact quite slow.”

absolutely convinced that several market

energy to meet all of our energy needs. But

far more beneficial to have substantial
production here as well. Why? Mainly for

players are able to translate that concept

How does NanoNextNL fit into this
vision?

What is needed, as Sinke explains, is a

into marketable products within a reasonable

“If Europe is to play a significant role in this

combination of new materials and device

timeframe. The problem is the small profit

sector in the near future, it will have to keep

designs and new methods of ‘light

margins. Every adjustment made to existing

focusing on innovation. Particularly at the

management’ within those devices (see text
box). “Basic research has already produced
a lot of valuable new insights in this regard,”
says Sinke, “and is still doing so. One of the
main challenges is turning these findings into
practical applications. This is where this
NanoNextNL programme is proving to be
valuable.”

Which players are active within the
programme?
“The programme includes three categories of
partners: basic research institutions, such as
universities and the FOM Institute AMOLF;
industrial partners; and institutes for applied
research and technology development such
as ECN. ECN’s role is to help bridge the gap
between scientific findings on the one hand
and concepts and processes that are
interesting for industrial partners on the other
hand. So far this approach has been quite
successful. There has been some significant
progress thanks to ECN’s involvement. But
its task is not easy: it needs to safeguard the
academic quality of the research while
addressing industry's needs.”
Thin film solar cells can be applied nearly everywhere.
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Are you an optimist when it comes to the
implementation of sustainable energy?

consumption is reduced. NanoNextNL is

high tech innovation, for instance based on
nanotechnology. If you want to play a

“Absolutely. The developments have been

development.”

pioneering role in this regard, you need to

significant in recent years, in terms of

align basic research with technology

performance as well as affordability.

And twenty years from now…?

development and market assessments. This

Nanotechnology is playing an increasingly

“The use of solar energy will be standard.

is exactly where NanoNextNL has added

important role in this process – particularly in

You’ll see highly efficient photovoltaic

value. It facilitates demand-driven research

the photovoltaics sector. It can, for instance,

modules everywhere: on houses and

with a strong emphasis on scientific quality

help to improve light management so that

industrial sites, along dikes and railways.

and market parameters.”

thinner layers can be used and materials

I have no doubt about that.”

high-end side of the spectrum: in the area of

operating at the heart of this

Advanced light management
Scientists who are developing solar cells are facing an

Van Dijk, “even when the sun moves across the sky or

interesting paradox. On one hand, they are trying to

when there is cloud cover. We have tested this principle

make their solar cells thinner to save materials and to

for two types of solar cells: organic solar cells and thin-

improve the electrical performance of the cell. On the

film nanocrystalline silicon solar cells. Both are showing

other hand, thinner materials absorb less sunlight. In

very promising results.” The main challenge – yet another

order to overcome this dilemma, scientists are searching

paradox – is to make the hole in the bottom of each cup

for ways to ‘trap’ the sunlight, in other words, to retain

small enough to effectively trap the light, yet big enough

as much light as possible within the material. A simple

to allow enough light to enter.

first step is to place a mirror behind the solar cell, which
reflects the light that has passed through it and thereby

“Solar cells have become around three times thinner

increases the path length of the light through the

over the past decades,” says Van Dijk, “and that is not

material. A more sophisticated way to do this is by using

the expected end of it. Our technology will help this

rough surfaces to scatter the light. This can be done for

trend to continue.”

instance by texturing the cells: micrometre-sized silicon
‘pyramids’ force all incoming light to enter the solar cell
under an angle.
Lourens van Dijk, PhD student at Utrecht University, is
studying an alternative method. “Next-generation solar
cells are so thin that rough surfaces cannot easily be
implemented,” he says. “We are therefore looking for
innovative structures that can trap light.”
Van Dijk and his colleagues are using 3D printing to
make parabolic structures that concentrate the light rays
at their centre (as they recently published in Solar Energy
Materials and Solar Cells). Each structure looks like a
tiny egg cup with a hole in the bottom. The shape of the
cup directs the incoming light rays through this hole. The
light then enters a cage with mirror surfaces in front of
the solar cell. This cage reflects any light that is reflected
by the solar cell back towards it.
“We are now investigating whether arrays of these
parabolic structures can capture enough sunlight,” says
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NanoCity 2014
events,
seminars,
courses,
people

in a nutshell

NanoCity is the annual two-day event on nanoscience and
nanotechnology. In 2014
• 534 NanoCitizens were welcomed
• about 400 people presented their research or company
• 4 keynote speakers took the stand in Nano Downtown
• 24 parallel sessions were given by 24 invited and 92 speakers
• 21 exhibitors showed their products in Nano Expo

• about 280 posters were presented and reviewed by a jury, resulting in six
poster winners.
The next edition will be held at 5th and 6th of October:
www.nanocity2015.com

Workshop
on fluids
Many different NanoNextNL
programmes are, in one way or another,
focusing on bubbles, droplets and spheres.
Researchers active in the food, printing,
pharma and life sciences sector are faced
with similar challenges, for instance
determining the resistance of a droplet when
a force is applied. NanoNextNL and
Wageningen University took the initiative to
bring these disciplines together in an
interactive workshop held in Wageningen on

Image of
the year

Last year, Nature chose an image made by
NanoNextNL researchers of programme 10 as one
of their eleven scientific images of the year. The
image shows picolitre-sized silicone-oil droplets
snapped by researchers at the University of Twente.

26 June 2014.
Around seventy participants, varying from
PhD students to junior and senior researchers
from both industry and academia, gathered in
Wageningen for an all-day workshop. The
morning started with plenary lectures. After
these lectures, it was time for the PhD
students to take the floor and pitch their
research in one minute. During lunch, the
poster session sparked a lot of discussion
amongst the participants. To stay within the
theme of the day, the best poster was
awarded a bottle of bubbly champagne.

Image: Roll6. Credits: Mark-Jan van der Meulen & Arjan van der Bos
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Physicaprijs 2015 for
Marileen Dogterom
The Physicaprijs 2015 has been awarded to NanoNextNL programme leader Marileen
Dogterom. Marileen Dogterom is an international expert in experimental cell biophysics.
She was one of the pioneers who helped to ensure that single molecule biophysics
research in the Netherlands now enjoys a considerable international reputation. Over
the past fifteen years an entire new generation of physicists in the Netherlands have
become active in biophysics. Marileen has served as a role model for many
young scientists in this regard. She works at Delft University of
Technology where she is chair of the young Department
of Bionanoscience that works at the boundary
of metaphysics and cell biology.
Photo: Henk-Jan Boluijt

Coaching on
risk analysis and
technology assessment
attention in their thesis to issues regarding Risk Analysis and Technology

FOM Valorisation
Prizes 2014 for
NanoNextNL
researchers

Assessment (RATA). To help the PhD students in their research dedicated to this

The FOM Valorisation Prize 2014 has been

work, the programme offers a two-day course, which has been held six times until

awarded to professor Dave Blank and

now. Since last year, this course has been complemented with extra personal

professor Guus Rijnders, both involved in the

advice by a RATA coach.

NanoNextNL programme. “They are excellent

PhD students involved in the NanoNextNL programme are obliged to devote

bridge builders between various scientific
“At the moment, we have ten people in our coaching programme,” says RATA

disciplines, between science and

coach Daan Schuurbiers. “The coaching is on a personal basis, so each individual

entrepreneurship, and between science and

PhD student can determine the period and type of help needed. We try to help the

society,” says the jury.

students determine what questions arise from their research topic and bring them

The aim of the FOM Valorisation Prize is to

into contact with specialists who can help them explore these issues.” Each

encourage knowledge utilisation from physics

student struggles with different questions, Schuurbiers explains. “For example, one

research. The prize of 250,000 euros is awarded each

of the students we are coaching is working on nanoparticles in water. For his RATA

year to a Dutch researcher (or group of researchers) in

chapter, his main focus lies on risk analysis: how do these particles behave in the

physics who has succeeded in making the results from

water phase? To explore these questions further, he is now developing experiments

his or her research useful for society.

in collaboration with KWR.” Besides advising on risk assessment, RATA experts
within NanoNextNL can also offer help on matters regarding valorisation and
commercialisation, regulation, ethics or societal embedding of new technologies.
“We want to show students that RATA questions can be both relevant and fun to
work on. NanoNextNL is an innovation programme, which means that the research
should be relevant for society in five to ten years from now. We want to teach the
students to start thinking about ethical, legal or commercial aspects even before a
real product comes into view. That is also valuable experience for their next career
move. Most of the PhD students will end up in a job outside of academia and they
will be working at companies developing real products for real people. That means
dealing with these types of questions on a daily basis.”
PhDs who would like to receive support with the RATA part of their thesis can contact
the programme oﬃce and join the RATA coaching programme free of charge.

Guus Rijnders (left) en Dave Blank (right). Photo: Eric Brinkhorst
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